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Hev experijnental aspects of He II, as veil as recent develop-

ments in particle physios, are invoked to construct the rudiments

of a comprehensive theory in vhich temperature-dependent U(l) and

SU(2) gauge fields are incorporated into a hierarchy of effective

Lagrangians. It is conjectured that an SU(n) gauge-theoretic de-

scription of superfluidity may be obtained in the limit n •+ -,

However, it is outlined how experiments can be understood in the

zeroth, first and second order of the hierarchy.

On its 75th birthday liquid helium continues to delight and surprise

us and even poke fun at us - rather like Goethe's Mephistopheles!

Witness, for example, (the Highly accurate neutron-scattering experi-

ments on the atomic order of He II-including both the momentum distribution

function [1] and the liquid structure factor S(Q,T) for a fairly broad

range of momentum transfer Q and temperature T [2]. Not to mention the

rather dramatic observation of exceedingly high critical velocities for super-

fluid flow through micron-size orifices [3] and the propagation of third

sound on the surface of He II films as thin as 2.1 atomic layers [It]. The

implication is that a nev theory may be needed which goes beyond the stan-

dard Landau-Bogoliubov-Beliaev theory [5],

To this end an action principle might be useful. Variational

methods, vith their remarkable simplicity and the underlying connection

between symmetry principles and conservation laws, have long been employed

in helium problems [6,7]. However, during the past few years these methods

have assumed such a special significance in particle physics that it is

natural to enquire whether they can shed new light on He II and other

quantum fluids. This contribution sets the scene by invoking certain fer-

tile gauge-theoretic concepts. Further details appear elsewhere [8,9] and

the work is still very much in progress.

Our overall strategy consists in using a hierarchy of effective

Lagrangian densities incorporating more and more physics as different

facets of the theory are gradually learnt. The general outline is as

follows:

I. The Hartree Liquid as a Limiting Case of an Abelian Gauge Theory ; An

effective Lagrangian density J ', which is independent of temperature and

characterized by gauge invariance of the first kind, is constructed such

that the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation is the well-known Gross-

PIta.evskii model [10], This is simply a non-linear Schrodinger equation;

the relevant single-particle wave function is essentially a coherent field

which is assumed to describe the system as a whole. The hydrodynamics

follows at once from a Madelung transformation, and several measurable

quantities can readily be calculated [8].

II. A Temperature-Dependent U(n=l) Gauge Theory : The next stage is to re-

gard our system of strongly-interacting particles as an assembly of weakly-

interacting quasipartieles. The conventional methods of statistical mech-

anics, formulated in terms of the grand canonical ensemble, can then be di-

rectly applied in the usual manner [ll]. By turning the gauge invarlatice

of the first kind (global symmetry) of J[ into gauge invariance of the

second kind (local symmetry) we are led to a new action principle

& j[ f d x = 0 , where J ' is now T-dependent and comprises a gauge field.

The underlying picture is a two-fluid model described by generalized

Bernoulli and continuity equations. In the limit of vanishing field the

hydrodynamics i3 easy to work out. In particular, using a purely repul-

sive delta-function interaction for a stationary fluid in the low-velovity

limit, we obtain

S(Q,T)
Q,T

S0,0

, a and b being constants.

III. SU(2) Gauge Theory : The next simplest approach, based on evolutionary

equations far macrovave functions, makes use of a two-particle condensate

a, la Valatin and Butler [ll]. By analogy with Bambu's work [12], we can
P (2)

write down an effective Lagrangian density £ e f f which is T-dependent and

has the additional feature of gauge invariance of the second kind [9].

The corresponding non-Abelian pairing theory includes an intrinsic (gauge)

velocity field which quenches the energy gap that has previously plagued
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this approach.

IV. SU(3) Gauge Theory and Beyond ; March and Galasiewiez [13] have argued

that a ground-state wave function cannot be constructed as a product of pair

correlation functions if the condensate fraction is absent. In that case,

at least three-atom correlations ought to be included in the gauge hier-

archy. An internal SU(3) apace vith a triplet field would be defined

and the associated Su(3) gauge theory of bosons would lead to the third

stage of the hierarchy with an effective Lagrangian density £ ^ . ^°v~

ever, there is no reason why bigger multiplets would not be correlated

in clusters, thereby leading to SU(n) gauge theories. In fact, we may

conjecture that, as a •*• », the SU(n-«») gauge theory would give a correct

description of superfluidity, this theory being mathematically well-defined

[91.
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